
Interpretation Guide
An introduction to using and interpreting results for Peel Plate® AC 
Microbial Tests. 
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Peel Plate AC Microbial Test: Interpretation Guide

What You Can Expect to See

The Peel Plate® AC Microbial Test is a prepared culture method used for the detection and 
enumeration of aerobic (oxygen consuming) bacteria. The Peel Plate AC plate is used to test 
matrices that are usually pour- or spread-plated on Plate Count Methods Agar. These include 
foods, dairy, water, air, carcass swabs, and environmental samples. The red colored colonies are 
easily counted against the white background of the test plate. 

The countable range of the Peel Plate AC test and other reference methods is 25 to 250 CFU/
plate. That means that if a result is outside the countable range, the next higher or lower 1:10 
serial dilution should be used to determine the colony forming count in a sample.

•  Sensitivity: >1 CFU/mL of test sample 
•  Accurate quantitative range: 25 to 250 CFU/mL 
•  Incubation: 48 hours ± 3 at 35 °C ± 1 (32 °C for dairy products)

Depending on the matrix and product contaminants, colonies may be expressed differently.

Introduction

0 Colonies (No Growth) TNTC (Too Numerous to Count)

Determine estimated count by 
multiplying the colonies in a single 
1 cm grid square x 17.4.



109 Colonies (Chicken Rinse)

8 Colonies (1:10 in Heavy Cream)

>250 Colonies (Raw Milk)

24 Colonies with 3 Spreader Colonies (Lab 
Pasteurized Raw Milk)

1 colony. Count any red colony 
that is visible under a 2x 
magnifier.  Count to the edges of 
the plate.

3 colonies. 1 smaller and 2 focal 
points within the spreader.

14 colonies. 3 colonies are within 
the spreader (3 focal points).

Estimated counts may be made 
by counting a representative 
square and multiplying by 17.4. 
When counts are above or below 
the countable range, they may 
be reported as estimated counts 
(e.g. 312).
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General Troubleshooting

Craters or Incomplete Wicking
Craters are formed when the sample is dispensed too slowly or the pipette is  
held too far away from the media. Samples should be dispensed within 2-3 
seconds and the pipette should be held 1-2 cm above the media. Although 
incomplete wicking does not effect counts, best practice is to make sure the 
sample wicks evenly across the plate. If the sample is too viscous to wick 
completely, additional dilution of the sample may be required or assist the wicking 
by lifting and rocking the plate. For more information on wicking, please contact 
Charm Technical Services.

Bacterial Spreaders
Some types of samples, i.e. powdered milk with thermoduric bacteria, can 
have bacteria that are motile or gel liquefying and spread though the plate. Try 
to count each dark spot whether they are inside the spreader colony or not.  
This sample of lab pasteurized milk has approximately 177 colonies. The best 
way to reduce spreader bacteria is with good preventative sanitation at the 
food source. 

Matrix Pattern on Tests
Some colloidal matrices like chocolate milk, or tomato paste, may have their 
particulates filter and concentrate at the site of sample delivery to the plate. 
This is most frequently observed with dilution pipets that inadequately mix 
sample during dilution. While matrix pattern does not affect the bacterial 
growth of plates, it can cause some interpretation questions. Matrix 
patterning may be reduced with mixing samples thoroughly before applying 
to test. Fruit and vegetable pulp that contain color may be mistaken as 
growth if not marked before incubation.   


